The north BSE loading dock and walkway that link to the Paseo del Sur and the BSE/EB covered walkway located below the plaza level will be intermittently closed in preparation of SEB tie in work. Installation of overhead hangers above the BSE loading dock and walkway is scheduled from August 20, 2018 through September 7, 2018 and installation of overhead chilled and heating hot water pipes above the BSE/EB covered walkway is scheduled from September 10, 2018 through November 11, 2018. Scissor lifts will be used to perform the installations. Flag and spotter personnel will also be used to assist with vehicular and pedestrian traffic. Work will not affect access to the BSE and EB. For additional information, reference the attached drawing or contact the Facilities Service Center at 458-4262.  SEB Related Closures North of BSE